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Pair Of Earthenware Vases From Sarreguemines, Dated 1904

45 000 EUR

Signature : Sarreguemines, 1904

Period : 20th century

Condition : Parfait état

Material : Earthenware

Width : 70 cm

Height : 220 cm

Depth : 70 cm
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Dealer

Pipat Antiquités
Antiques Dealer in Bordeaux for 4 Generations

Tel : 06 81 90 28 74

Mobile : 06 63 21 57 93

64 rue Notre-Dame

Bordeaux 33000

Description

This model of covered vase called Duplessis is a

tribute to the great ornamentalist Jean-Claude

Duplessis (1699 - 1774) who worked in particular

for Louis XV and his court at Versailles.

This model created in 1878 in Sarreguemines

earthenware was presented at the Universal

Exhibition of the same year when the rococo taste

was experiencing a remarkable revival. The

public, fond of tormented, crawling, vegetal

forms, was then very attracted by this gallant 18th

century which still carried within it the image of

an errant but charming, comfortable and

luxurious Ancien Regime. This is all that

embodies these two large creamy white potiches,

very fashionable at the end of the 19th century.



This is how Sarreguemines seized on this taste to

revive the great hours of the Louis XV style in

new forms, nicely baptized with names that

marked this golden age of French royalty. These

are the shapes named Louis XV, Pompadour or

even du Barry and, of course, Duplessis.

Each of our Duplessis potiches, from a 1904

edition, in perfect condition, is rightly exceptional

by its pedestal setting it in scene and in value.

Indeed, if one sometimes finds copies of the

Duplessis covered vases, they are almost never

displayed on their pedestals.

Worldwide delivery.

Privileging the purchase of antiques is favorable

and sustainable development! Discover all our

furniture, objects and lighting on our website:

www.pipat-antiquites.fr

This rare pair of Duplessis potiches in

Sarreguemines earthenware can be seen in our

store in Bordeaux, at 64 rue Notre-Dame in the

Chartrons district.

Dimensions:

Height: 220cm

Width: 70cm

Depth: 70cm

Price: 45000EUR

A delivery price may be added to the purchase

price. This price will be set according to the

delivery address and the weight of the furniture.

We work to offer you a fairest delivery price and,

depending on your situation, we can offer to

come and collect your purchase or deliver to you

at one of our trade shows (Paris, Chatou, Antibes,

Guérande, Bordeaux). Before or after making

your online purchase, contact us and let's talk

about it!


